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INTRODUCTION
• Deixis is the use of words such as ‘here,’ ‘there,’
‘this,’ ‘that,’ that are ambiguous without further
contextual, verbal, or physical cues (Dylgjieri 2013).
• Use of deixis is common in the OR (Lingard 2017).
• Communication errors play a role in 44% of sentinel
events (Gawande at al. 2003).
• Pressure of OR setting, pedagogical situation, social
asymmetry may contribute to reversal to natural
vague use rather than precise, scientific use.
OBJECTIVE
• To use precision of formal semantics to identify the
prevalence of ambiguous language use in the OR
• To identify areas in which to reduce communication
errors
METHODS CONT.
• Linguistic analysis of transcript of an attendingresident interaction from one video-recorded
gynecologic surgery– anterior colpotomy step of
vaginal hysterectomy.
• Identified instances of ambiguous language that
could impact patient safety, including unclear
antecedent resolution, event or entity anaphora,
faulty implicatures, lexical ambiguity, modal base
ambiguity, idiomatic language, and deictic
transposition.
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RESULTS

CONCLUSION

Transcript Case 7: In this case, resident R7 is about to
incise the tissue between the cervix and the bladder
with Metzenbaum scissors under the guidance of A7,
the attending surgeon. The attending uses verbal
direction, replete with ambiguous language and
direction, and R7 nearly cuts into the bladder,
A7 moving R7’s
forcing A7 to physically reposition R7’s hands.
hands
A7: Back up a little bit .

Directional ambiguity

• Deictic and other vague language is
highly prevalent in the surgical
setting. In one case transcript alone
we found seven instances of
ambiguity that almost led to a
bladder injury. Physical repositioning
of the resident’s hands was required.

A7: Hold up [R7], let me just feel what you’re in.
A7 takes the Metzenbaum scissors from R7
A7: Pick this up right here.
A7 points to the tissue with her scissors.
A7: So you’re gonna see this transition, this red-dy things,
reddish fiber things.
A7 points to the reddish fiber things
R7: Mhm
A7 is cutting the tissue while R7 holds it with pickups
A7: If I can see those, they get nervous. Ugh
…changes scissors…
A7: Okay, so there’s where what you were looking for before,
you…don’t dab or anything .
A7 stops cutting, critical step to begin

Deixis with physical
clue
Non-standard term

Antecedent; implicit
instruction
Antecedent, fibers or
cut spot

A7: See how that…you can see the two sides, you can see the Non-standard term
uterus side and the bladder side. And then you’re looking for a
little envelope.
R7 begins to reach in to cut.
A7: Okay, so yeah

(Optional logos)

A7 gently alters R7’s hands while they were going in the tissue
with their scissors. A7 moves R7’s hands until the scissors are
at the right angle.

Implicit instruction

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• We will transcribe 10 video
segments of the anterior
colpotomy and analyze the amount
of deixis used, and the implications
of the misunderstandings.
• In long term, improve language use
by 1) practicing awareness of the
language being used 2)
incorporating specific terminology
to remove certain ambiguities.
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